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k3 e show that for a finite, a-finite von-Neumann algebra M and completely 
posi Live normal maps @, Y: M + M, the correspondence associated to @, H,, is 
weady contained in H. if and only if Y is a limit of sums of maps which are 
compositions of @ with inner maps. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Section 2 we shall prove a theorem for finite, g-finite von Neumann 
algebra: which generalizes a theorem of Effros and Lance [S, Proposi- 
tion 4.5 1. In fact our proof follows the same lines as the Effros-Lance 
proof. 
The r:sult of Effros and Lance can be interpreted in terms of weak con- 
tainment of representations. Recall (e.g., Dixmier [3, 3.4.51) that given two 
represer tations x and o of a C*-algebra A, n is weakly contained in o if 
ker(a) G ker(n) or equivalently that there is a map il: a(A) + n(A) so that 
the follc wing diagram commutes: 
Now consider the C*-algebra IV&, Mop. It has two canonical 
representations which we call, by an analogy with groups, nl, the regular 
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representation, and the rr,, the trivial representation (details to be given 
shortly). Now 
n~(MQbi” Mop) = MOrnin Mop and 7C,(MQbi, Mop) = C*(My M’), 
the C*-subalgebra of L(H) generated by M and its cornmutant M’, where 
H is a Hilbert space upon which M acts standardly. 
We then have the diagram 
MQb,n Mop A MQmin Mop 
\ 
/ / 
k, / 
C*(M, M:, 
which can be completed if and only if Z, is weakly contained in x~. Effros 
and Lance [5, Proposition 4.51 showed that this diagram can be completed 
if and only if M is semidiscrete; that is, the identity map on M is a limit 
in the simple wk* topology of finite rank completely positive normal maps 
on M. Thus M is semidiscrete if and only if the trivial representation is 
weakly contained in the regular as is the case with amenable groups. 
Subsequently Connes [ 1 ] expanded this analogy with amenable groups 
to prove his deep results on injective factors. 
In Section 2 we shall prove a theorem which relates weak containment 
of binormal representations of MO,, Mop to approximate factorizations 
of completely positive normal maps on M. 
In Section 3 we shall relate our result to that of Effros and Lance and 
show how our result also illuminates some results of Connes [ 11. 
We first recall some notation and definitions from Connes and Jones 
PI- 
DEFINITION 1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra. Let Mop = 
{x~IxEM}. We give Mop th e same Banach space structure and involution 
as M, but we reverse the product: x”y” = (yx)‘. Mop is called the opposite 
algebra. 
Remark 2. There is an equivalence between the categories of left 
actions of Mop and the right actions of M on Hilbert spaces. Thus given 
a left action of Mop on a Hilbert space H, we obtain a right action of M 
on H via cx=x’[ for xeM and ~EH. 
DEFINITION 3[2]. A correspondence from M to M is a Hilbert space H 
on which there are commuting normal left actions of M and Mop. 
Recall from Effros and Lance [5] that for R and S von Neumann 
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algebras, and x in the algebraic tensor product R@ S, ljxjlbin = 
sup{ Iln(x)ll 1 n comes from a commuting pair of normal representations, 
one of R and one of S>. R Obin S denotes the completion of R @ S with 
respect t0 11 I/ bin. 
Give I a correspondence H from M to M we have an associated represen- 
tation ( TT~, H) of MO,i, Mop: ZJX @ y”) &T =x& for X, y E M, 5 E H. 
DEFU~ITION 4. Let H, and H, be two correspondences from M to M 
and le: (ni, H,) and (n2, Hz) be the associated representations of 
MObin Mop. We say that H, and H2 are equivalent if the representations 
x1 and n2 are equivalent. We say that H, is weakly contained in H,, 
H, c ,~ ,‘1*, if x1 is weakly contained in n2. 
Now we shall describe two canonical correspondences. 
DEFII JITION 5 [Z]. Let (M, H, J, Ph) be a standard form for M (see 
Haager up [7]). H has a normal left action by definition and we shall con- 
struct a normal right action by defining for x E M, 5 E H, 5x = ~‘5, where 
x’ = Jx”J. As M’ = JMJ, these two actions commute and we have a corre- 
spondeiice from M to M. It follows from the uniqueness of the standard 
form ( Iaagerup [7, Theorem 2.31) that the associated representation 
(rtH, H:, modulo unitary equivalence, is independent of the choice of 
standard form. The correspondence we have constructed is called the 
identity correspondence and is denoted by L*(M). The representation 
associated to this correspondence is called the trivial representation, n,. 
We haI e z,: M&, Mop -+ L(L*(M)) given by x,(Ci xi@ yp) = Ci xi yf. 
Clearly ~CI(MObin Mop) = C*(M, M’) the C*-algebra of L(L*(M)) 
generatc:d by M and M’. 
DEFIBITION 6[2]. Let LL denote the set of Hilbert-Schmidt operators 
on the gilbert space L*(M). The form (S( 7’) = Tr( T*S) defines an inner 
product on L% making it into a Hilbert space. As LL is an ideal in 
L(L*(M)), ML; c L; and so we have a correspondence called the 
Hilbert- Schmidt correspondence. The representation associated to this 
correspc ndence is called the regular representation. The regular representa- 
tion ha: another form which is more convenient. Denote by (rc,,, LL) 
the representation of MObi” Mop associated to the Hilbert-Schmidt 
correspc ndence. Denote by n, the representation of M@bin Mop on 
L*(M)@) L2(Mop) coming from the tensor product of the standard actions 
of M c,n L’(M) and of Mop on L2(Mop); i.e., nJx@ y”)(5@vo) = 
x5 @I y”l O. 
LEMM.~ 7. (nHs, L’,) is equivalent to (nl, L2(M)@ L*(M”P)). 
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Proof: As (Mop, L*(M)‘, J’, PqC) is a standard form for Mop, 
LL r L2(M) 0 L*(M)” 1 L2(M) @ L2(Mop), and the canonical unitary 
implements the equivalence. 
This can be seen more directly in the a-finite case. Let 4 be a faithful 
normal state on M and to E L*(M) the implementing vector, and 4’ and 
t;i E L*(M”“) the corresponding state and vector. If 5, 9, p E L2(M), let O,,, 
denote the rank one operator on L*(M) given by f3,&) = (~1’1) 5. The 
canonical unitary U: L’, -+ L2(M) @ L2(Mop) is given by ~(6+~~~) = 
a<, @ b*‘ti for a, b E M. Thus 
= 71A(x @ v”) U(k,Q,bQ). 1 
By Takesaki [9, Theorem IV. 4.9 (iii)] 
Now let CD: M -+ M be a completely positive normal map. By normal we 
mean that x + Q(x) is e(M, M.,.) - o(M, M,) continuous. We may use the 
Stinespring construction to obtain a correspondence as follows. Let (. 1.) be 
the form on the vector space tensor product MO L*(M) generated by 
(x @ lI y @ q) = (@(y *x) 5 I q). The complete positivity of CD ensures that 
(. 1.) is positive. We mod out by null vectors and complete to obtain a 
Hilbert space H,. We define a left and right action of M on H, by 
x(aOr)y=xaO<y=xa@y’{ 
for x,y, a E A4 and 5 E L*(M). It is easy to check that these actions extend 
to left and right actions on H,. The left action is normal as @ is normal. 
The right action is normal as it comes form the right action of M on 
L2( M). 
DEFINITION 8. Given a completely positive normal map @: M + M, 
the correspondence constructed above, H,, is called the correspondence 
associated to Qp. 
By the uniqueness of the standard form we see that the unitary equiva- 
lence class of H, is independent of the choice of standard form. 
Remark 9. When A4 is o-finite the representation (Q, H,) of 
MObi, Mop associated to H, is cyclic. If 4 E Ml is a faithful normal state 
and C$ E P is the implementing vector, then <@ = 10 to E H, is a cyclic 
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vector for (it@, H,). The corresponding state, f@, is generated by the 
relation t f@(x 0 y”) = (G(x) y ‘r, 1 tr). 
EXAIIPLE 10. (1) If 4 E Ml is a faithful normal state and @: M 4 M 
is give11 by @(x)=4(x) 1, then H, z LL. Let 8= 854,rr be the rank one 
operator on L*(M) given by 0 cm,c9(v) = (v I&J t,. Then 0 E L’, and 
= (@(x) YY, I &4) 
=f&O.YO). 
So by the uniqueness of the GNS construction we have that H, = 
hfekf=: LL. 
(2: If Q(x) =x then x@ 5 -+x5 defines a unitary operator between 
H, ant L’(M) implementing an equivalence of correspondences. 
(3: Much of the motivation for correspondences comes from the 
represelitation theory of groups. Let G be a discrete group and R(G) the 
von Neumann algebra on r*(G) generated by the left regular representation 
of G (c ‘. [2]). If (n, H) is a representation of G then (z @ L, H@ Z*(G)) is 
a reprefientation of G quasi-equivalent to (A, I*(G)) (Dixmier [3, 13.11.31). 
So we have a normal representation of R(G) on H@ 1*(G) given by 
Co$,+Ca,rc(g)@~(g). Similarly Ccr,&HCc+(l@P(g-l)), where p 
is the right regular representation of G on f*(G), defines a normal represen- 
tation of R(G)OP on HO 1*(G). Thus we have a functor from representa- 
tions of G to binormal representations of R(G)Obi” R(G)OP. This functor 
sends the trivial representation of G to the trivial representation of 
R(G) 0 bin R(G)“‘, and sends the left regular representation of G to the 
regular representation of R(G) ~lbin R( G)OP. 
One can also implement this functor by completely positive maps. If 
4 is a positive definite function on G then Haagerup showed that 
C a& I+ 2 a&(g) i, extends to a completely positive normal map, M,, 
on R(G). An easy way to see this, shown to me by Y. Watatani, is to use 
the Stinespring construction. Let (Q, H,, c$) be the cyclic representation 
of G obtained by the GNS construction from 4. Let V: f*(G) + H,@ Z*(G) 
be the isometry V(r) = <,@ r (let us assume that II5J = 1). Then for 
x E R(G), M,(x) = V*n, 0 n(x) I/. Moreover the correspondence H,, is 
just H, B/‘(G). 
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If q5 is the Dirac function at the identity then Mm(x) = z(x) 1, where T is 
a faithful normal trace on R(G), (7~+, H,, r4) is the left regular representa- 
tion of G, and rrMMm is the regular representation of R(G) Obin R(G)OP. 
If 4(g) = 1 Vg then M,(x) = x, (n,, H,, tr) is the trivial representation of 
G, and rrMq is the trivial representation of R(G)@,, R(G)OP. 
2. APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATIONS 
For this section we shall assume that M has a faithful normal finite 
trace 2. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Cp: A4 + A4 be completely positive and a, ,..., a,, 
b , ,..., b, E M. Define 
qx) = i b,W(a,f+xuj) bj, 0: M + hf. 
r,j= 1 
Let 
then we can see that 0 is completely positive by the commutativity of the 
diagram 
X M 0 * M ellxell 
T I I I lQxM,QM+M,QM- I@@ M,@M+ ,@M x 
x H li*xti x H 5*x6, 
where 
and we identify it4 with e,, (M, Q M) e, , 
58OG39.1.7 
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We shall say that a completely positive map can be factored by @ if it 
is of tlie form of 0 above. We shall denote by FQ the set of finite sums of 
such ntaps. Note that 0 is normal if <p is normal. 
If 6 E F@, then H, is a subcorrespondence of a multiple of H,. To 
see this let to E Ptl be the vector implementing the trace z. Then 
x’to = Ix*J<o = x&, so xtO = tOx. Let t0 = 10 tOe H,. Suppose that 
Q(x) = xi, j,k bz@(a$xajJ bjk for b,, ajk E A4. Let vk = rc&Ci a,@ bi) 5,. 
q = C:’ qk E C@ H,. Then for x, y E A4 
Thus js=q, so H,cC@ H,. 
DEFIUTION 2. Let @, Y: M --) M be completely positive normal maps. 
We saI that !P may be approximately factored by C@ if there is a bounded 
net {@,} c FQ and for each x E M, Q,(x) converges to Y(X) o(M, M,). 
THECREM 3. Let Y, @: A4 + M be completely positive normal maps. If Y 
can be approximately factored by @ then H, is weakly contained in H,. 
Proql: Let to E Pb be the vector implementing r. Define a positive linear 
functio 1 jy on MO,, Mop as in Section 1 Remark 9. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that jy is a state. To show that H, is weakly 
contained in H, we must, by Dixmier [3, Proposition 3.4.91 show that fy 
is a we.ik * limit of sums of positive forms associated to H,. As M@M”P 
is nornl dense in MO,,, Mop, it suffices to show that there is a bounded 
net of sums of positive forms associated to H,, which converges pointwise 
to fir on MQMoP. By linearity it suffices to check this on elementary 
tensors x 0 y”. As we have seen in Definition 1, f,,(x@ y”) = 
,& (rc@:x@ yO) qk/ l],‘) with each ?,k E R@(M@A4°P) <@, so each j@, is a 
sum o ’ positive forms associated to (rr*, H,). Also IjG,(x @ y”) - 
fir(xO y”)l = Ir((@,(x) - Y(x)) y)l -+ 0 as y -+ CC because we are assuming 
that D,(x) -+ Y(x) a(M, M,). This proves the theorem. g 
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THEOREM 4. Let CD, !I? M+ M be completely positive normal maps. 
Suppose that H, is weakly contained in H,, then Y may be approximately 
factored by CD. 
The main difftculty of the proof is handled in the following. 
LEMMA 5. Let @, Yy: M + M be completely positive maps with )I !PI( < 1. 
Suppose also that c( Y( 1)) < c(@( l)), w h ere c( ) denotes central support. Let 
1 > E > 0 and x1 = 1, x2, . . . . x, E M be given with jlxill < 1. If there is 0, E Fe 
with 
b((@o(xJ- WXJ) Y)l -= E IIYII VyeM, 1 <i6n, 
then there is 0 E FG with ~~0~~ < 1and 
Iz((o(xi)- yu(xi)) Y)l < l3 & IIYII VyeM, 1 <i<n. 
Proof Let e be the support projection of @( 1). Let e, be the spectral 
projection of @( 1) associated to the interval [l/n, [I@( l)\l]. Then 
e,@(1))1’2 6 ,,& and e, + e. Let c= c(e) and c,=c(e,) be the central 
supports of e and e,, respectively. Then c, -+ c. So choose n so that 
r(c- c,) < E. Let ei denote the centre valued trace of e, then choose a 
central projection z < c, so that r(c, -z) < E then for some integer 
k>l z<k-‘e” Then NT 1 n. 
! 
Z 
0 
\ 
0 
en 
il 1 
6 
\ 
en 
in Mk @ M. So there are h,, . . . . h,EM so that z <CF=, hre,h,. Let 
d=@,(l)-Y(l), and write d=d+-d- with d+,d->O. Then zd- < 
(Id- I\ Cf= r h*e,h,, so that there is t E M, such that zd- = Cf= 1 thre,hit 
(see Pedersen and Takesaki [9]). Let O,(x) = O,(x) -I- Cf=, thTe,@(1)p”2 
~(x)~(1)~1~2e,h,t.ThenO,~F,andQ,(1)=0,(1)+zd~~z(8,(1)+d~) 
= z( Y( 1) + d, ) 2 zY( 1). So again by Pedersen and Takesaki [9] there is 
SEM, O<s~l, so that sO,(1)s=zY(l). Let @,(x)=s@,(x)s. Then 
Q2~ FG and 1102(1)11 = IlzY(l)ll < 1. 
We shall show that 
Ir((Q2(xi)-@~(Xi)) Y)I <8 & IIYII 
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and 
Ir((ol(xi)-@O(xi)) .Y)l <4E IlYll. 
As IZ(I @0(X,) - Y(x,)) y)l <E Ilyll, this will complete the proof. 
For each xi, write xJ = wI1 - wi2 + iw,, - bvj4, 1 ,< i < n, with wij~ M,, 
and (IPJ$ ,< /Ixj(l < 1. Thus 
lw%(x,) - @o&J) Y)l 
= t i; th:e,@(1)P”2 @(x,) @(1)P”2 e,h,ty 
I ( i= 1 )I 
< i i ($thi*e,@(1)-“2 @(wPj) Q(l)-“‘e,h,ty)l 
j=1 i-1 
Q 11~11 2 i lIwpjlJ I~(th*e,@(1)p”2 Q(l) @(1)p”2e,hit)l 
i=l j=1 
G 4 llvll @-) 
=4 IIYII r((@dl)- Vl))ze-) 
Q4.5 Ilvll, 
where (?L is the support projection of d-. 
Next let us estimate II(s- 1) 01(1)1/2 <oil and (l~O,(l)‘/~ &,/I. 
Thus Ills- 1) O1(1)“2 CO11 <2,/i. Also 
Ilso,(l)“25,li2=T(sO,(l)s)=r(s~(l))d 1. 
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To make the last computation we introduce some notation. Let 
Q,,(x)=Ql(1)~‘~2Q1(x)Q1(1)~1~2. For XEM let x’=Jx*JEM’. 
l~((Q*(X,) - QIfXi)) VII 
= lf~~~xi~sY~~~l~~f~~8~~-“i~Y~~150~1 
= l(QI(XJ’~Y~ 50150) - (QlfXiY Yt&l <ol 
= l(o,(l)~“* Q,,(x,)t s,(l)%ys&-&) 
- (QlU Y Q,l(O QlW2 Y<ol to>1 
= I(e~l(xi~’ Y~~~(~~“* 501s81(1f”2 501 
-(Qll(~i~“YQl(~)“‘2~olQ,(~~“250~l 
= I(QII(xj)’ Yts- l) Q1(1)1’2 tOlsQl(1)“2 50) 
+ tQ,lw YQ,(w* toI@- 11 QlW2 lo)1 
G Il”~~(~xi)‘ll I Yll ll(s- II oI(1)“z 5011 Ils@*(l)f’z COll 
+ llQ~,(x~)rll IlYIl llQ,W2 loll lib- 1) QIWZ 5o)ll 
G IIYII 2 &- IIYII 2 fi l/Q,W2 toll 
G 2 & IIYII (1 + llsQ1(1)1’2 5011 f lib- 1) @,UP2 5011) 
G &/‘hll ~2++kL~‘?ivll~ 
Letting 0 = O,, this proves the lemma. 1 
Proof of 7’heorem 4. We may suppose that I[ Y’( 1 )I1 < I. Let fP be the 
positive linear functional on M@bin Mop which generates, via the GNS 
construction, H,. By hypothesis H, is weakly contained in H,. So fy is 
a UT/C* limit of sums of positive forms associated to H,. As observed in 
Definition 1 a dense set of such forms are of the form 
x0 y”‘3 $0(x) y) for some 0 E Fe 
Thus for any xi, . . . . x,, yl, . . . . y,eM and E>O there is QEF;, so that 
for 1 <:<q 1 <jQrn 
For any 0: M+ M we let 0’: N -+ M, be the map O’(x)(y) = r(@(x) y). 
Let F:, = (63’ 18 E Fe >. Thus weak containment shows that Y’ is in the 
weak operator closure of FL. By Dunford and Schwartz f4, Corollary VI, 
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1.51 !Z ’ is in the strong operator closure of F&,. Thus Vxi, .,., X,EM and 
E>O tliere is OEF, so that V~EM 
IT((Q(Xi)- Al) Y)I <E IIYII. 
By Ler lma 5 we may suppose that /I@( 1)11< 1, provided that we show that 
c( Y(1)) < c(@(l)). If ZEM is a central projection with z@(l) = 0 but 
zY(l):CO then 1 @z~ker(n,) but 1 @z#ker(n,). This contradicts the 
weak containment of H, in H,. 
For v E M, let dy E M, be defined by b,(x) = t(xy). Then (4, I y E M} is 
a norni dense subset of M, (see, e.g., Takesaki [ 10, Theorem V, 2.181). 
Thus for each 
XEM I~,ww) - W))l + 0 
as a r ms along the directed set of finite subsets of M. As the net is 
bounded we have that Iq5(O,(x)- Y(x))1 +O V@EM*. Thus O,(x) --) 
vi(x) 0.M M,). I 
COROLLARY 6. If H, is weakly contained in H, then there is a bounded 
net {O,}cF, with II@,(x)-Y(x)l(,-+O VXEM. 
ProqC We have shown that there is a net bounded by 1, (0,) GF* 
such that Vx, y E A4 
IT((@,(X) - y(X)) Y)l il.Jll -' + 0. 
Thus Ir(l@,b)- W)l)l +O and so II@,(x)- fJ’u(x)ll:G llQ&)- Wx)ll 
r(lQ,b)- ‘y(x)l)~2 llxll ~(I@&)- Wx)l)+O. I 
3. APPLICATIONS OF WEAK CONTAINMENT 
In this section let M be a finite a-finite von Neumann algebra. Let 
Z(x) = 3 be the identity map from M to M. Let T be a faithful normal finite 
trace aild n(x) = T(X) 1, 2: M + M. Then all maps in FA are finite rank. 
Now H, = L’(M) and HA = LL so L2(M) is weakly contained in LL if 
and on.y if there is a net of finite rank completely positive normal maps 
converging to Z in the simple o(M, M,) topology, i.e., if M is semi-discrete. 
So letting Y = Z and @ = 1 in Theorems 3 and 4 of Section 2 we get a 
charactlxization of semidiscreteness given by Effros and Lance [S, Proposi- 
tion 4.5 1. 
Suppxe now that M is a ZZ, factor. As observed in Connes and Jones 
[2], a :orrespondence H contains L2(M) if and only if H has a central 
vector; i.e., there is c E H, ~~~~~ = 1 with xr = 5x Vx E M. This suggests 
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that weak containment should be characterized by the existence of 
approximately central vectors. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let H be a correspondence from A4 to M. Then L*(M) 
is weakly contained in H if and only if there is a net of unit vectors (r, > E H 
so that VXEM, ~\x~,--<,x~l -+O. 
ProoJ Suppose such a net exists. Let & (x @ y”) = (x&y I<,). Then f;, 
is a state on ~~~i~ APP and we shall show that fc, converges to f, weak 
*. For x, ye&f write (by Fack and de la Harpe [6, Theorem 2.31) 
xy = r(xy) 1 + C [ai, b;] with a,, . . . . u12, bl, . . . . b,* E M. Then 
If&O Y”)-f,cm YO)l 
= I(XLYl LA-GY)l 
=I(xcrq3YlI s,)+(xYt,It,)-~(xY)l 
G II-d IIC<,3 VIII +I I([ai, bil 5,15,I 
s I/xl/ IliIL ~111 +c Pill (IlEt,, ~illl+ ICaT> tJllf-,Q 
Now suppose that L’(M) is weakly contained in H. Then as L*(N) is 
irreducible as a representation of MObin Mop, f, is a wk* limit of vector 
states of H (Dixmier [3, 3.4.2 (ii)]). So there is a net of unit vectors 
{t,)cHsothatVx,yoM 
I~(xY)-kLYlUl -+a 
Thus 
-+ $x*x) + $xX*) - $Xx*) - $x*x) = 0. 1 
Remark 2. In [ 1, Theorem 5.11 Connes gives seven conditions on a 
separable II, factor which he proves are pairwise equivalent. Condition (1) 
is that N is hyperfinite. Condition (6) can be understood in terms of weak 
containment. Condition (6) is that 3{e,) sL(L*(N)) a net of non-zero 
finite rank projections so that VXE N 
(6a) lim, kll ;l II Ex, 4 /INS = 0, and 
(6b) lim, lIeall iii <xe, I ezjHS = T(X), 
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where II . II HS and ( . I . )HS denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norms and inner 
products, respectively. Thus condition (6) asserts that L’, has an approxi- 
mately central net of projections. Note that by Proposition 1, (6b) is 
impliec by (6a). Also, as Connes shows, any approximately central set of 
Hilbert -Schmidt operators can be converted to an approximately central 
net of .,rojections by [S, Theorem 1.2.21. So condition (6) is equivalent to 
the assl:rtion that L*(N) is weakly contained in Li. 
Another condition, (5) is that Vu,, bieN, Ir(C aibj)l < 11X ~~@b~ll,~,, 
i.e., that f(C ai@ bi) = z(C a$,) is a state on NOmi,, NoP. As f, = f 0 z1 as 
states 11@,,, NoP and by the uniqueness of the GNS construction, there is 
a homomorphism ii,: N@,i, NoP -+ C*(iV, N’) such that the following 
diagrani commutes: 
N&, NoP n, NQmin NoP 
l/l 
C*(N, N’). 
This is clearly equivalent to ker(rc,) z ker(z,), i.e., that L’(N) is weakly 
contain:d in Li. 
Remc, rk 3. Let 0: M -+ M be an automorphism. Then we may identify 
He wit1 L2(M) provided that L’(M) is given a new action. For x, y E M, 
5 E L*(Al) let 
%(X0 Y”) t = e(x) [Y. 
Then n,,(M&,, Mop) = C*(e(M), M’) = C*(M, M’). We will denote this 
correspc ndence by B L*( M). 
Now let N be a II1 factor. If 8 is an inner automorphism, i.e., 0 = Ad, for 
u EN a unitary, then U: L*(N) --) O L2(N) implements an equivalence of 
correspondences. Conversely, if eL2(N) 5 C” L’(N) then 3tjc L*(N) such 
that t(t(x) y) = xj (xc,~ 1 tj). As 7~~ is irreducible as a representation of 
NObin IJop; x0 y” ++ r(B(x) y) is a pure state. Thus there is t E L*(N) so 
that z(l’(x) y) = (xty ( 5). Now define U: L*(N) -+ L*(N) by u(&, y) = <y, 
where 5, E L*(N) is the trace vector. Then u is an isometry in N, hence a 
unitary, and so e(x) = U*XU. Thus we have shown: 
F’ROPCSITION 4. Let 6 E Aut( N). Then 6’ is inner if and only if B L2( N) is 
quasi-co, stained in L*(N). 
In [S 1 we showed that if @ is a completely positive map on N then HO 
is quasi-contained in L*(N) if and only if Q(x) = xi arxa, for some ai E N. 
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Such completely positive maps were called inner. So we may restate 
Proposition 4 as follows. 
PROPOSITION 5. Zf 8 E Am(N) then 0 is inner as an automorphism if it is 
inner as a completely positive map. 
We want now to discuss the notion of approximate innerness using the 
discussion above as motivation. 
DEFINITION 6. Let M be a von Neumann algebra and @: A4 + M a 
completely positive normal map. We say that @ is approximately inner if 
there is a bounded net (Qpa} of inner maps converging to @ in the simple 
a(M, M,) topology. 
Note that this definition is equivalent to saying that @ can be 
approximately factored by the identity. Hence by Section 2 we have. 
COROLLARY I. Let N be a finite factor. Then @: N + N is approximately 
inner if and only if H, is weakly contained in L*(N). 
Combining Proposition 1, Corollary 7, and the deep result of Connes 
[ 1, Theorem 3.11 we have. 
THEOREM 8. Let N be a separable finite factor and 8 E Aut(N). If 8 is 
approximately inner as a completely positive map then tI is approximately 
inner as an automorphism. 
Proof. Suppose that fI is approximately inner as a completely positive 
map; i.e., there is a bounded net {Qa} of inner maps with 
lim, 110(x) - @),(x)jl, = 0 VX E N. 
Suppose that Q,(x) = xi a*xa,. Let Yv,(x) = xi @‘(a,)* V’(x) e- ‘(ai). 
Thus { lu,} is a bounded net and lim, 1(x - YJx)(l, = lim, lie(x) - @,(x)11 I 
= 0. So L*(N) is weakly contained in @-[L*(N). Hence by Proposition 1 
there exists (YI,} s o-lL2(N), a net of unit vectors such that 
lim, /l&‘(x)~,-q,xll =O. Let <,=Jv~, then for x=0-‘(y*), 
e(x)5,-5,x=e(e-l(Y*))J111-(J~,)e~’(Y*) 
=Y*~~de-ww~,) 
= Y*.h,--e-l(Y) V. 
= -.w~bh--d). 
So lim, lie(x) e, - 5.~11 = 0 (i.e., L*(N) is weakly contained in eL2(N)). 
Now by Connes [ 1, Theorem 3.1 (c) =E- (a)] 8 is approximately inner as an 
automorphism. 1 
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CORI ILLARY 9. Let 0 E Aut(N). The following are equivalent. 
(1 I @L’(N) is weakly contained in L2(N). 
(2 I L’(N) is weakly contained in ,-1L2(N). 
(3 I L’(N) is weakly contained in eL2(N). 
(4 1 L2(N) is weakly equivalent o @L’(N). 
(5 @-[L’(N) is weakly contained in L2(N). 
(6 ,-1L2(N) is weakly equivalent o L2(N). 
Prog’: The implication (1) = (2) = (3) was observed in the proof of 
Theorein 8 (without using [ 11). The remaining implications are obtained 
by a di igram chase. 1 
Remrlrk 10. If OL2(N) is weakly equivalent to L2(N) then there is an 
automcrphism 0 of C*(N, N’) such that the following diagram commutes: 
N8,i, NoP nn C*(N, N’) 
b, /cc 
C*(N, N’). 
On lini .e sums of elementary tensors 0 must have the form for X~E N, 
y,! EN’ 
0 1 Xiv: =I O(Xi)y;. 
( > 
This is c:xactly condition (b) of [ 1, Theorem 3.11. 
Note added in proof In a recent preprint entitled “On approximate 
factoriztions of completely positive maps,” Universite d’orleans, March 
1988, (1. Anantharaman-Delaroche and J. F. Havet have shown that 
Theorenrs 3 and 4 of Section 2 are valid for all o-finite von Neumann 
algebras, not just those possessing a finite faithful normal trace. 
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